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Chairperson’s
Annual Report 2013-2014
It is a privilege to have been elected Chairperson of Dutch Aged Care-NAASA in November
2013. Some might say that it is not wise to follow in the footsteps of a person like Albert
Barelds, who, during his term of eleven years of exemplary leadership in this role, has taken
NAASA to a higher level of professionalism and success. We are grateful for Albert’s
dedication and commitment to achieve best outcomes for NAASA and the community we
serve. We are fortunate to continue to benefit from his extensive experience and expertise as
he has continued to serve on our Board as Vice Chairperson.
This past year has been one of significant challenges, one of which was to complete the new
two storey 31-place building on time and on budget, while minimising disruptions to day to
day operations and inconvenience to residents. This has been achieved admirably thanks in
particular to the efforts of CEO Linda Trevaskis and her team as well as builder Marshall &
Brougham’s project team. A big thank you to all.
We have just celebrated the official opening of the new building, which is also a credit to our
architects, Hodgkisons, who are to be congratulated on their attractive design, externally and
internally. One major objective was to maintain the “gezellige” cosy “Dutch” atmosphere that
was the Rembrandt Court design objective of NAASA’s founders. I think you will agree that it
has been preserved, no easy task for what is now a substantial structure. General feedback
including from our new residents has been very positive.
History:
As we are celebrating the opening of the new building I want to briefly reflect on how it all
started. Nothing would be here if it was not for the dream of a Dutch immigrant woman, Tinie
Nieuwenhoven, mother of seven, who following the illness and death of her mother, became
concerned about the absence of appropriate facilities and services for ageing immigrants of
Dutch speaking origin. She raised her concerns publically at the Dutch Social Welfare Club
in May 1989, subsequently spoke on radio stations 5EBI-FM and 5PBA Salisbury, published
articles in newsletters and initiated fund raising events.
Others joined the cause, including representatives from appropriate Government bodies and
notables from Dutch and Flemish origin, including (NAASA Patron since 1990) Honorary
Consul of the Netherlands Willem Ouwens. This ultimately led to the official establishment of
the Netherlands Australian Aged Services Association-NAASA on 8 December, 1989. So
here is to a very happy 25th birthday to you all for December 8th, 2014. Please join me in
showing our appreciation and thanks to Tinie Nieuwenhoven, her fellow founding Board
members (also including architect Albert Gillissen, publisher of “The Long Journey from
Migration to Rembrandt Court, 1997) and those who contributed to the establishment of
NAASA, Willem Ouwens in particular.
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Review 2013-2014:
With my background in the automotive industry, I hope you will excuse me for quoting Henry
Ford:
“Coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, working together is success”
Twenty five years ago our founders came together, we have stayed together and worked
together (Quite an achievement for us Dutch), The Rembrandt Court 36-place facility was
completed in November 1992, services were expanded with community care, a 22-place
extension to Rembrandt Ct, completed in November 2008 and the latest extension taking us
to a 88-place facility in May 2014.
Our treasurer, John Bird will present his financial report shortly but I can say that, in spite of
the challenges we faced in 2013-2014, including the further roll out of the Government’s
Living Longer, Living Better (LLLB) program, we have just achieved our most successful
financial result on record with record profit overall but also for Rembrandt Ct. We have
mentioned benefits of economies of scale in the past. Rembrandt Ct tended to be loss
making prior to the 22-place extension, completed in 2008. In the five years following that,
NAASA has generated a net profit of $1.26 million in total, of which Rembrandt Ct
contributed just under 60%. This bodes well for the future with another 30 places added, as
will be evident from the Treasurer’s report. Whilst making a profit is not an end in itself, funds
generated are reinvested in further expanding and improving the services we provide to our
community.
We continually focus on further improving the services we provide and continue to enjoy a
high level of satisfaction from our community and residential clients, we are achieving
exemplary results in accreditation agency “surprise” inspections. Our website has been
redesigned and now includes pricing details of four levels of residential accommodation to
assist clients who under LLLB enjoy greater choice from 1 July 2014 in either paying a
Refundable Accommodation Deposit (RAD, previously accommodation bond) or Daily
Accommodation Payment (DAP) or combination. Residents decide which option to take after
admission, which gives them greater flexibility but makes forecasting inflow of RAD (prior
bonds) for use in capital projects more complicated.
NAASA Community Care currently assist over 330 people in their home and have applied for
an additional 43 packages of which we expect to be allocated about 11. In line with our
strategic plan we have expanded services in Mt Gambier and Whyalla and we are
strengthening and exploring relations with other “Dutch” service organizations such as Dutch
SA and the Dutch Social Welfare Club through which we also promote NAASA services. We
have met with the CEO of Warinna Homes, which have moved from a “Dutch” to “Christian”
focus. We are meeting with other Dutch Aged Services providers across the Country, aimed
at cooperation to give us a stronger public voice, possibly through the formation of a National
Federation named DutchCare Australia
2013-2014 has been a year of significant achievements for NAASA thanks to the outstanding
leadership of our CEO, Linda Trevaskis, and her dedicated management team and staff,
supported by a highly qualified and committed Board. Your hard work and dedication is much
appreciated.
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Governance:
Professor Tina Koch was coopted to join our Board, which, once confirmed, and with
confirmation of members subject to re-election will comprise the full 9 members allowable
under the constitution. We are fortunate to enjoy the services of these talented volunteers,
with expertise in health and aged care policy, nursing, management, psychology,
engineering (health sector), project management, education, accountancy, economics and
marketing, among others.
Much work has been done on our strategic plan which, also as a result of the changing aged
care policy environment, continues to be a work in progress. Our Mission, Vision and Values
were revisited and reflect the increasing emphasis in our sector on consumer directed care:
Our Mission: Dutch Aged Care: Voice, Choice and Security
Our Vision: Our Vision is to be the First Choice of service for people of Dutch speaking
background across South Australia
These statements and our Values are listed on our website: .www.naasa.org.au
We have engaged a consultant to review Board policies and procedures to ensure these
remain relevant, are up to date and comply with government regulations. Any gaps will also
be identified. We are considering a further review of Board reporting to ensure efficiency and
focus in management oversight.
Following this will be a further review and fine tuning of our Strategic Plan to ensure it
adequately reflects our Mission, Vision and Values with increasing emphasis on client
directed care, client satisfaction and feedback mechanisms. We will also discuss future
options in further expanding services such as further residential care expansion in South or
North, social housing or independent living options
Outlook:
We can look forward to a very positive future. NAASA is in a sound and stable financial
position with revenue and profits to increase significantly due to our expanded Rembrandt Ct
facility. We have a sound and dedicated management team and staff in place and we are
very happy that CEO Linda’s contract was extended by a further 4 years from last
December. We enjoy the oversight of a dedicated and talented full 9 member Board. We will
ensure our Governance processes are up to date and that our clients enjoy the best services
we can provide. We will study options for future expansion of services so that we are ready
when opportunities present themselves.
In closing may I once again express my great appreciation to the Board, Management and
staff for delivering such outstanding results for 2013-14, also to the volunteers of our
Auxiliary who are a great asset to NAASA, and to you, our members, for your continued
support.
Thank you

Frans de Ryk
Chairperson
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CEO
Annual Report 2013-14

It’s a very special report that I am privileged to bring to you this year as we celebrate 25 years of
Dutch Aged Care ~NAASA providing Residential and Home Care services to the Dutch Community.
I also wish to acknowledge, that every year for the past 11 that I have been the CEO, it’s been an
absolute pleasure to lead this Organisation and be part of its growth. I would like to send a big
thankyou as always, to the NAASA Board for their continued support.
The last year has seen the phasing in of changes to the Aged Care Act in line with the Living Longer
Living Better ~ Aged Care Reforms. One of these changes was for all aged care providers to
structure the accommodation they provide so as to publish the costs of all rooms, and to publish a
very comprehensive list of the features contained within and adjacent to each room for prospective
buyers. Dutch Aged Care has published four categories of accommodation, all of which can be
viewed on the Dutch Aged Care~NAASA website and on the “My Aged Care Website”. You can
also access the key features statements for all rooms from both websites. These reforms have also
marked changes to the Aged Care Assessment process for entry into Residential Care, where no
longer are Residents categorised into high or low care, and where consumers have more choice in
how they wish to pay for their accommodation, with all new residents now able to choose a range of
options for payment.
The last year for NAASA has been one of growth and success, where we have expanded service
provision in our Home Care and Residential Services. Undoubtedly, the highlight of the past year
has been the completion of our new 31 place Rembrandt Court extension. This has been a very
successful project between Hodgkison’s Architects, Marshall and Brougham Builders and Dutch
Aged Care, where all parties have worked as an effective team to meet the required time-frames,
and to deliver a quality level of accommodation on budget. I am sure everyone will agree, we have a
wonderful building to be enjoyed by the Dutch Community for many years to come. The ongoing
need for this service is evidenced by Rembrandt Court currently having 113 non urgent and 13
Urgent clients on our waiting list to enter Residential Care.
Rembrandt Court now has 87 Residents living in the facility, and can accommodate up to 14
couples where required, either in adjoining rooms, or apartment style living. The front entrance and
administration area of Rembrandt Court has also been upgraded to provide a better location for the
reception desk and back office administration staff, and to also relocate Home Care Services to the
front of the building where service provision for the whole range of NAASA services can be
presented in a united fashion.

The now vacated home care office will now be transformed into a Gym / Therapy area, where we
will have exercise equipment available for Residents and Home Care Clients’ use, with physio
sessions and yoga classes, just the beginning. We have now commenced painting and redecorating the resident communal areas and passageways in the older section of Rembrandt Court
to ensure that old and new sections of the building blend nicely.
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During the last year, Dutch Aged Care NAASA’s Home Care Services has established two new Uit
en Thuis groups in Whyalla and Mount Gambier with numbers of participants in these groups slowly
increasing. Overall, NAASA’s home care program is eagerly awaiting the outcome of the current
government funding round for more Home Care Places. If successful, NAASA will almost double our
Home Care capacity, which will mean that more of our Dutch clients are enabled to stay in their own
homes for longer.
During this next twelve months NAASA will be looking at ways to reach out more to the Dutch
Community living in the Northern Adelaide suburbs. NAASA will be exploring areas such as
expansion of transport options for isolated clients, food service options and the development of
flexible housing which may include services to enable people to stay in their homes for longer. This
will all be done in consultation with the Dutch Community living in the Northern suburbs.
None of this work would be possible if it wasn’t for the staff and volunteers who work for Dutch Aged
Care, they are an outstanding group of people. I would like to acknowledge and sincerely thank all
Staff and Volunteers who have worked for our Organisation over the past year.
I would also like to send a special thankyou to the Rembrandt Court Auxiliary, who continue to
maintain their passion and enthusiasm for fundraising activities to support the lives of the Residents
who live at Rembrandt Court. Last, but by no means least, I would like to acknowledge the hard
work and dedication of my Leadership team, who continue to provide me with their support on a
daily basis, which in the end all goes towards making NAASA the wonderful organisation that it is
today.

Linda Trevaskis
CEO
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Treasurer’s
Annual Report 2013-2014

This has been my second year as Treasurer and I find myself in the pleasant position of being able
to deliver a relatively upbeat financial report.
Profit/Loss Year ended 30th June 2014
NAASA’s total revenue for the year ended 30th June 2014 increased by 6% over the prior year,
from $5.8 million to $6.1 million.
Net profit in the financial year was $296,986 after allowing for depreciation and amortisation of
$475,231. This result was $48,337 better than that of the prior year, exceeding budget expectations
by $157,926 or 114%.
Just over 57% of consolidated profit $169,058, was contributed by our residential aged care
operations at Rembrandt Court, with NAASA’s Community Services operations contributing a net
profit of $102,221.
NAASA’s cumulative net profit for the last four years amounts to $1,078,000.
NAASA’s balance sheet continued to strengthen during the year. As at 30 th June 2014 NAASA had
assets of $20,865,000 and liabilities of $14,578,000 giving a net equity of $6,287,000.
The contribution of management and staff to another particularly satisfactory result is highly
appreciated.

Rembrandt Court Redevelopment
The new building and associated works are now complete at a final cost of $7.5 million which
compares favourably with our budgeted cost of $7.7 million. This has been partially funded via a
Government concessional zero real interest loan of $4.7 million with the balance funded by a
combination of retained cash earnings and increased bonds.
The management and staff here at NAASA, the architects Hodgkison, and the builders, Marshall
and Brougham are all to be congratulated on their efforts.

Budget for 2014-15
The Board has approved a budget for the current financial year (2014/15) with an estimated net
profit of $486,835. Revenue is projected to grow a further 34% to $8.2 million.
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The new budget represents a substantial step up over prior years and has been formulated on the
basis of NAASA being able to generate beneficial economies of scale following the successful
completion of the new building.
Our results for the first quarter indicate that NAASA is on track to achieve these budget settings.
Significant Events Impacting on NAASA’s Future Financial Position.
Aged Care Reform
As a result of reforms implemented by the Government, incoming residents, from July 1 st 2014
onwards, have a choice in paying for their accommodation: either via a daily accommodation
payment (DAP) or via a refundable accommodation deposit (RAD).
Whilst profitability will be largely unaffected by these changes, a risk exists that our cash balances
will be adversely affected if too many outgoing refundable bonds are replaced by incoming daily
accommodation payments.
This does not present an immediate problem – rather one that may build up over the coming years.
Management will closely monitor these movements and take action as necessary.

Summary
NAASA is in a strong financial position following on from a number of years of sustained profit
growth. Our net equity stands at almost $6.3 million as at 30th June 2013 compared to $6.0 million
one year ago.
The successful completion of the new building, here at Rembrandt Court, provides a strong platform
for continued financial stability enabling us to review future options to provide additional services to
our community.

John Bird
Treasurer
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Community Services Manager
Annual Report 2013-2014
Community Care Services provides assistance to older South Australians of Dutch
speaking descent. Our mission is to provide them with the support they need to continue to
live as independent, active members of their community.
Over the past year we have commenced our Uit en Thuis social day program in the
regional areas of Mount Gambier and Whyalla. This is in line with the organisations strategy
to provide services to regional South Australia. We were also successful in obtaining
funding for a Community Visitors Scheme to assist volunteers to visit clients within the
community. Using this funding we have even arranged for some clients to use internet
based “SKYPE” as a method of social contact.
Community services submitted a funding application in the recent Aged Care Approvals
Round, to expand our Packaged Care for community clients. Should we be successful this
will potentially double the number of people who can be supported with Packaged Care in
the community.
For the 2013 2014 financial year there was a slight increase in service provision to clients
with client numbers increasing from 366 in 2012/13, to 372 clients receiving services in
2013/14.
325 of these clients received Home and Community Care services, 59 clients received
assistance from a Level 2 Community Packaged Care and 4 clients received services from
Level 4 Community Packaged Care.
Note: the differential from individual program numbers to the total number of clients
assisted, is due to some clients transitioning from one program to another during the year.
Consumer Directed Care (CDC) was a focus of our service delivery for packaged care
during the year and will be in the next 12 months, as all packaged care will need to be
delivered via the CDC method by 1st July 2015.
STAFFING
It is pleasing to report that Communities office based Team and Coordinators are now all
Dutch speaking apart from one. This gives us confidence that we can deal with any client
issues in their language of choice. For our support workers have a diverse selection of staff
with some Dutch speaking, some other European cultures and also Asian backgrounds.
34 staff are employed across the community service program, the majority of these being
Support Workers with the balance in coordination and administration.
I acknowledge the highly valued support of Volunteers which makes it possible for many of
our programs to exist. They support Community Services with the delivery of transport,
assisting with our Uit en Thuis functions, mailing out of the Blauwe Tulp newsletter, making
Heatwave phone calls and visiting clients in their own homes for social support.
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I would personally like to thank the dedicated staff and volunteers of Community Services
for their efforts over the past year, our Dutch Community clients would not be able to
receive the high level of services we provide, without them.
THE FUTURE
Expansion of services to the northern suburbs and other areas where need is identified.
Roll out of new packaged care places should we be successful in our recent application for
43 new packages.
Be ready to deliver Consumer Directed Home Care Packages to existing and new clients in
the lead up to 1st July 2015.
Provide a wider range of services to our clients by building partnerships with other
providers as well as develop our own new initiatives to expand the service range we offer.
Adoption of the greater use of technology in the way we approach assessment and the
storage of documentation to create efficiency in service delivery to our community clients.
Community Services acknowledges the Commonwealth Government’s Department of
Social Services for providing the funding, which enabled Dutch Aged Care - NAASA to
deliver quality services, information, and resources to our ageing Dutch community.
.

Marius Van Helden
Manager Community Services
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UIT EN THUIS
Annual Report 2013 - 2014
Uit en Thuis is a well attended valuable social day program where our community clients and
residents at our Rembrandt Court venue can enjoy meeting friends and talking Dutch, should
they choose. During this year we had to move from our Aldgate venue and found another
suitable venue in Bridgewater. We have also been fortunate to add two more groups to the
existing five, so now we have seven Uit en Thuis groups with 141 clients having attended
throughout the year. These groups are situated at Rembrandt Court, Greenfield,
Bridgewater, Victor Harbor, Goolwa, Mount Gambier and Whyalla. .
Our Uit en Thuis days start with freshly-brewed Dutch coffee and cakes for morning tea.
Every month clients receive an Uit en Thuis program. This program shows the variety of
activities organised which range from Tai Chi, Sjoelen (Dutch game), music entertainers,
market days, speakers of interest, Dutch sing-a-long songs, bingo, bus outings (for example
to Monarto Zoo and a Dolphin Cruise). The Goolwa & Victor Harbor group join the Southern
group to celebrate Koninginnedag (Dutch Queens Birthday) and Sinterklaas together. At
three of the venues lunch is served and the menu varies from rookworst with hutspot,
Nederlandse groetensoup (vegetable soup), nasi goreng and of course kroketten with
frietjes.
Community clients who attend Uit en Thuis can be assisted with transport by either
volunteers, support workers, a family member or by taxi.
Groetjes Sylvia Laaber
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Lifestyle
Annual Report 2013-2014

Hello Everyone,
It has been a hectic, although enjoyable year with the building project.
The Lifestyle Team has continued to deliver the activity program and other options offered to
residents, such as exercise, Tai Chi, trips in the van, foot spas, walks, sing-a-longs, as well as
favourites such as Bingo, craft, knitting, concerts etc.
Volunteers play an active and much appreciated role in the activity program.
Residents embrace the opportunity to socialise and enjoy each other’s company by joining in these
activities, where they make friends and feel a connection to the community and culture of
Rembrandt Court. This alleviates the feeling of loneliness, thus gaining self-confidence and
improving self-worth.
A Therapy Room aimed at fitness and well-being will be available shortly, offering equipment and
services such as massage, tai chi, aromatherapy, physio, exercise bike and treadmill.
Participation in exercise and fitness groups re-enables older people to function physically and
mentally, slowing down the decline in ageing, and leading to residents living a normal, fulfilled and
contented life at Rembrandt Court.
A Games Room is available at any time, with a pool table, dartboard, and Schulbak to promote
interaction and competition.
Resident meetings were held to support new residents during their transition from home to
Rembrandt Court. These meetings are held regularly to monitor and improve residents’ lifestyle,
also giving them the opportunity to discuss matters freely and with support.
Residents’ independence, choice and decision-making is highly encouraged and respected in all
aspects of their lives at Rembrandt Court.
It is very satisfying to see the support, friendliness and respect which the residents show to each
other.
Rembrandt Court is definitely a wonderful place to be, both as a resident and a staff member.

Margaret Carey
Lifestyle Coordinator
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Auxiliary
Annual Report 2013-14

In presenting our Annual Report for the NAASA Annual General Meeting, we would like
to thank everyone for their contribution during the latter months of 2013 and the first
nine months of 2014.
Whilst we are conscious of the involvement of many people with the Rembrandt Court
Auxiliary, let us remind the Meeting of our special objectives:


To assist and support the NAASA Board of Management to provide for the
comfort of aged persons residing in Rembrandt Court



To provide social support for the residents of Rembrandt Court under the
supervision and direction of the CEO and/or staff



Through fundraising, to contribute towards appropriate items to be purchased as
identified.

Our main function, of course, is fundraising, but due to recent kitchen and general
renovations only 9 functions were held during the period under review. These included
6 Klaverjassen afternoons, 2 Sausage Sizzle & Bingo afternoons, and of course, a very
successful St Nicolaas (Dutch) Fete. These functions raised just over $3,460.
During the year a donation of $3,000 was made to Rembrandt Court to partly cover the
cost of a new shower trolley, and another $3,000 has been set aside to cover the cost
to help purchase some tables and chairs for the balcony of the new buildings.
Recently, an amount of $400 has been made available to help Rembrandt Court
purchase some general items to compliment the inside décor of the new additions.
At our Annual General Meeting held on 24th July, 2014, the following office bearers
were elected:





Chairperson:
Vice Chairperson:
Acting Secretary:
Treasurer:

Wilma Klomp
Gerda Visser
Ken McLean
Ken McLean

The members of the Auxiliary were saddened by the sudden death of their recently
electred Secretary on the 30th October 2013, and condolences go to her family and
friends. Following Kerri’s passing away, Ken McLean has been performing the role of
Acting Secretary.
Following the disturbing increase in the cost of a limited liquor licence from $40.25 to
$75.00 for each fundraising activity, the Auxiliary has decided that for the time being,
liquor (beer, white and red wine) will not be sold or distributed at any of their fundraising
functions.
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During the year the Rembrandt Court Auxiliary accepted the resignations of Tieny
Klomp and Caroline Raets. Both ladies were energetic members of the Auxiliary and
we thank them for their contribution over recent times.
At the Annual General Meeting we welcomed another new Member, Theresia Nichols
from Reynella, however, following the abovementioned death and resignations, the
Auxiliary still needs three more members.
The Auxiliary meets once a month, generally on a Thursday morning at 9.30am for
about an hour, to plan their forthcoming fundraising activities, and as mentioned above,
the Auxiliary urgently requires three new members.
Once again, we would like to publicly thank all those people who have supported our
fundraising activities this year and assisted the Auxiliary members in making each one
very successful. We would also like to thank the CEO for her support and the help
given to the Auxiliary by the Rembrandt Court Staff.

Wilma Klomp
Chairperson

Ken McLean
Treasurer
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